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Friday 27th: field test

Saturday 28th: Joop de reus memorial cup

Novice Class1-2

Sunday 29th: Joop de reus memorial cup final
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INTERNATIONAL COMPETITION WITH THE AWARDING OF THE CAC AND THE CACIOB

Class 3 Judges:  Mr Gianfranco Giraudi (Italy) - Mr Johann Kurzbauer (Austria) No-
vice Class 1-2 Judge: Mr Paolo Meroni (Italy)

www.erbavoglio.org



Field test: a field test can be carried out on Friday 27th May

Judges: Mr Gianfranco Giraudi - Mr Johann Kurzbauer - Mr Paolo Meroni
Competitions: the Joop de Reus Memorial Cup will take place on Saturday 
28th and Sunday 29th with the awarding of the CAC and the CACIOB and will be 
held on two covered hard surface fields. For further information see regulations 
(pdf attached)
Novice Class 1-2 will be held on Saturday 28th May.
Timeline: once registrations are complete the organising secretary will inform 
each contestant of the starting time of field tests and competitions.
Location: the competition will take place at the Centro Cinofilo S. Michele, 
a splendid rural home surrounded by Parma’s hills and equipped with a cove-
red hard surface field, grass and astroturf fields, a pool, a bar and a restaurant.
Accommodation: it will be possible to stay at the field with a mobile home 
and tent from Thursday 26th to Sunday 29th included, each mobile home will cost 
12 Euros and each tent 8 Euros including electricity and toilet facilities.
List of local hotels (see file pdf attached)
Refreshments: a bar service will always be on site on Friday, Saturday and 
Sunday, it is possible to book a lunch on Saturday 28th and Sunday 29th and an 
evening meal on 28th Saturday.
How to reach us: the Centro Cinofilo San Michele can be found in Via 
Calastra no. 3 at San Michele Tiorre (Parma)....
To reach us leave the motorway at the Parma exit. Take the Tangenziale (Ring Road) towards Pia-
cenza, and take the “Langhirano” exit. You will be on a continuation of the Ring Road and should 
carry on until the “Langhirano – Campus” exit. You will arrive at a roundabout and should continue 
to “Langhirano” (2nd exit). Carry on straight, go through the village “Corcagnano” and continue 
straight on to the village “Pilastro”. Immediately after the “Pilastro” signpost (in front of the“Hotel 
I Tigli”) take the road on the right, called via Calastra. Carry straight on until reaching no.3 on the 
right, if your sat. nav. suggests via “Calastre” instead of “Calastra” it is the same street (on one side 
the street is called Calastra and on the other Calastre). Should the sat. nav. tell you it is a dead end 
road continue regardless, as the road is not a dead end. G.P.S. co-ordinates 10.28456.44.68699

Registrations: registration must be made before 15/05/11 using the atta-
ched registration form.
For further information: 
Valentina Balli (Mind the Dog Obedience Team - Milan) 
Mob. +39 349 5351460 - valeballi@yahoo.it
Stefano Bertocchi (Orma del Lupo Obedience Team - Bologna) 
Mob. +39 335 6492827 - stefano@ormadellupo.it
www.obedience.it - www.enci.it - www.valentinaballi.it - www.ormadellupo.it
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The novice class 1 and 2 will take place in accordance with re-

gulations in force in Italy, and will only be valid as a promotion in 

class and marked on qualification booklets for Italian competitors.

The Joop De Reus Memorial Cup will take place on two adjacent 

fields, under cover, with dogs working at the same time. Each  

judge will evaluate the same series of exercises.

The first 15 ranking competitors in the Class 3 competition on  

Saturday will have the right to take part in the final to be held on 

Sunday.

The competition will be judged by both judges.

The CACIOB will be contested in Sunday’s competitions and will 

be won by the first competitor with the qualification of excellent. 

The Joop De Reus Memorial Cup winner will be the couple with 

the highest averages of points added together from Saturday and 

Sunday’s competitions.

For Class 3 competitors, the registration fee already includes  

participation in both competitions (see registration form).
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WHERE TO SLEEP
HOTEL AI TIGLI: www.hotelaitigli.it
Tel. 05216390006
Excellent location (2 mins from the field!)
not very cheap + extra fee for dogs

B&B CANCABAIA: www.cancabaia.it
Tel. 0521 350586 - Simona 333 2675398 - Bruno 338 8072420
Slightly further from the field (10-15 mins) 
but excellent welcome and hospitality guaranteed

B&B CASA DI AROLA: Strada per Torrechiara 22 – 43013 LANGHIRANO
Tel. 334 3312198
Very near, worthy of a visit

AYRI HOTEL MEDESANO: www.myonehotel.it
Tel. 0525 422045 - Fax: +39 0525 422171 - Mobile: +39 348 6664512
Strada Cornaccina, 53 43014 - Medesano (PR) ITALY
The following prices are confidential and are valid all week-ends apart from those during 
trade fair periods.
Twin room, single occupant 39.00 Euros with buffet breakfast included.
Double room 39.00 Euros with buffet breakfast included.
The hotel is about 12km from the centre (at the moment maps have not been updated to 
show the new bridge that connects Collecchio to Medesano, making it seem much further 
away). The hotel welcomes animals at no extra charge.

B&B VILLA BIANCA: www.villa-bianca.com
Tel. 0521850747

BIBILOVED: www.bibilovedhouse.it
Tel. 0521841585
lovely 90 m2 apartment. Ideal for dogs as the owner is a Golden Retriever breeder.

B&B CORTE GUIDOROSSI: www.corteguidorossi.it
Tel 0521630178 Cell. 3336211264

B&B IL GIARDINO SEGRETO: Strada cava in Vigatto 108 (Carignano) Parma (PR)
Telefono: 0521/500002 - Mob: 333/8983020 - Fax: 0521/500002


